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“Dear Mrs.Kirsi Kreutsman and all teachers and staffs in Vuorenmäki 

kindergarten. 

 We’d like to thank you all very much for your kind support while we were 

at Vuorenmäki. Our English skill was rather poor, but every body was so 

kind and helpful to us. We thank you very much that you translated what 

children said and kindly answered each our questions. 

We learned so many things, but most of all we learned how important to 

support individuality and differences. 

Math learning was very interesting for us. Especially learning just one 

number by many different ways.  

We are happy that our cooperation will continue from now on and we will 

learn from each other still many things. Thank you once again and see you 

soon again! “ 

 

Some note what we notices: 

● Good surprise was that kindergarten staffs had a meeting while children 

plays by thier own. The atmosphere was relaxed and seemed every one 

trust each other. In Japan, kindergarten staffs have a meeting before 

their working hour starts.  We also write a report during children sleep.  

But never when children are awake and play. Because we are supporsed 

to be with them or at least watch carefully so that there will not be any 

accident.  

May be we are too much concerned, but we have to ready to explain to 

their parents when some thing occurs.  

● The morning assembly: children are so relaxed, but you don’t have to 

teach how to listen to adult?  Some are jumping on the sofa; some are 

lying down on the floor. 

● We do understand that ICT learning is important for children for these 



days. But our kindergarten’s aim is to give children more physical 

activities and more group play than just siting and playing games alone. 

It was a surprise that Finnish children are so used to iPad or other ICT 

already in kindergarten.  

●  

● Chair’s height is normal as at home! It is good for adults to assist. And 

very convenient tools for picking up small items under the shelves. 

●  

● During lunchtime, every child has her/his own seat. Our kindergarten, 

each child can decide her/his eating seat every day by them selves. If 

some trouble happens, then they will solve it themselves. 

●  

● Special needs:  Finnish open dialogue for special needs is much better 

than in Japan. We somehow still think it as a disadvantage and many 

parents like to hide it. Cooperation with parents of children who needs 

special care is not easy. 

● Story telling was very good to learn! Small group is essential for it. Now 

we are working only in the big group size in Japan. But from now on we 



will try to have a small group every now and then. Story telling gives 

children such a chance as, listening to the others, enjoy telling your own 

story, don’t have to follow any given ideas by adult. But Japanese children 

might need some kind of hint to start at the beginning. They usually 

speak own ideas when playing, but when they are located to certain 

situation such as a story telling in front of others, then they don’t speak 

any more.  Coffee mill was a great idea! 

●  

● We didn’t understand why 0-1 year old children are not together with 2-3 

year children’s meeting. Our Jyuroku-yama kindergarten has a meeting 

foe all children. Small ones cannot understand very much and make a 

noise, but it doesn’t bother older ones. This is the only way older ones 

understand also how small ones behave and vice versa.  

● Math learning was very good to follow. Especially one number to 

understand by many ways. 

●  

● We were impressed very much by the high motivation and professional 

skill of each staffs. Each one has their own strong skill and every one 

trust each other and respect each other. In Japan each one of us usually 

need to learn the same skill and not so easy to be a specialist to certain 

things.   

● We have a rules to keep very tidy everywhere, so as a teachers room. All 

the documents and information are filed in the shelves. Sometimes it is 

difficult to find. On the other hand, in Finland rather much information is 



found on the wall and everywhere. Is it easy to find or difficult to know 

which one of them are important? 

● Sign language is good to learn! 

●  

● Early prevention: when some bulling or trouble situations occur, in 

Finland you will go and stop it right away. We don’t.  We try to look 

carefully how children can solve the situation by them selves. In our 

kindergarten we think this is the way they learn by them selves.  Of 

course they know we adult are watching, then in a safely mind, they stry 

to solve the problems by themselves. If they cannot solve, then adult go 

between. 

 

 

 

 


